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A Note from the Editor
The new year oorns with a new number of BEASL which offers caleidosoopic prospects of

projects heading to completion in the near future: Man: van der Meet shows us hnw
Chinaliase developed into a tool for cooperation between Sinologica] libraries. Please notice
his generous offer of a temporary solution how to use the Leiden catalogue even nowl
A spedal plmsure I1) read (and in ue not mo farlfuture to use) is another important
database created at the Sinologisch lostituut in Leiden: ChinaVision. Started by Profmor

Z rcher in 1988 it was lavished with care and attention by Prof. Ziircher, his asistant Dr.

Ellen Uitzinget. and their collaborators ever since. Han Feenstn had the dif cult task to set
up the hardware and software devios necessary to feed in, manage, and store information
oomprising images, text, and reference literature in vast quantitiu ChinaV'|sion today is the
only exis ng database on Chinse culture which shortly will be accssable in the institule’s

library as a research tool for students and rs%rche|s.

As new media enter the library and deckions about systems do not only affect individual
ittstimtions but any kind of future cooperation, it is of vital importance to know choics made
by important libraries in the eld. Therefore a message from Ausnalia is included in this
i$u$' part on Automation and is commented on by Thomas H. Hahn in his "Introduction to
JOIN and MASS."

Vivid mernnrizs from the EASL visit in 1993 are brought back when rading Yu Dong’:
amount of the Chinese holdings of the Biblioteca Apostnlica Vaticana. Do you remember

Pelliot’s handwrittmt catalogue? 11\e maps?

>
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Getting prepared for this years meeting in Zurich means to read Kathi 'l1r5lens introduction
to the Chinese Library in Ziu-ichl
Libra;-its in China, their problems and their ndtievements in Cnmputerizing lnfonnation
Managemm-it were the topic of two conferences held in
in 1994 and which were
attended by out long-time member Claudia Lux_ See her report for details.
Finally I should like to thank Thomas H. Hahn for taking the effort to compile a list of (Irina
related CD-ROM: available. It is thus accessible also for thou who have not yet been provided

with an Internet connection.

Editor of this isue:
Ina Asim

Institute of Sinology
Wiirzburg University

Tel; +49 931 8885569

Am Hubland

Fax: +49 931 3384617

D-97074 Wiirzburg

. e-mail Asim@vax.rz.uni-wue1'Lburg.d400.de
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AUTOMATION
Marc van der Meet
ChinaBase - an Online Catalogue for Dutch Sinology
Like everyone else, the Sinological Institute at Leiden University, the Netherlands,
has along list of “wishware“, to use a modern temi for an Xmas list. One of the items
on the shopping list: an online catalogue for the Chinese library. In the course of
1994, this particular wish started growing into something very real. If you're
interested in how this came about, what is still in store for the future, and how you
may bene t, please read on.
The Sinological Institute is the only place in the Netherlands where material is
collected for the sake of scienti c research on China and Chinese culture. The library
is divided into two separate collections, one western-language, with about 20,000
volumes, and one Chinese (including Japanese sinologital works), with about 220,
O00 volumes. There is a Hbrary staff of eight, some thirty researchers and

tvvohunderd students.
The catalogue of the westem language collection has been automated since 1991,
through cooperation with the Central University Library and Pica, the Dutch Centre
for Library Automation. At that time it was not possible to incorporate Chinese
characters into the Pica-system.
Pica is a non-pro t organization that renders services to hbraris and other
infonnation centres in the Netherlands (and recently also in Germany). These
services range from developing software for bibliographic use to organizing networks
for cooperation and lending. At this moment, the majority of all major Dutch
universities, colleges, public libraris and national documentation centres are
member of the Pica-thing. All members share the same cataloguing system, of which
the central database now has about 9 million titles.
Because of the strong position Pica has in the Dutch academic library world, it was
obvious from the start that connecting to the Pica-database was the preferred way to
automation for the Sinological Institute. At rst though, this did not seem possible for
any time in the near future, because of the dif culty adopting the programme to
Chinese characters. Therefore, the Hbrary began to explore other ways to connect to
online databases. Extensive contacts were established with the Research Library
Group (RLG) and the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC), both US-based, and
the possibilities of connecting to either organization’: database were explored.
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In the meantime, though, the people at Pica did not sit still, and more or less
surprised us when, early i.n 1994, they presented us with a Chinese version of their
standard Hbrary software. It was only a wery rudimentary version, with limited
capabilities, but nevertheless a very promising start.
When we had recovered from the rst shock, we started testing it. Formally, we
still are in the testing phase, but the programme has proved to be stable, and has
already been upgraded from an "experiment" to a "test". Together with the University
Library and the Faculty of Letters, the Institute has made a request for exna funding
from the Dutch Organization for Sdenti c Research. If the funding is granted, next
year we will start a three~year project to further develop the software, and ll the
online catalogue.
We are planning to input all books we acquired in recent years, plus "older" books
we feel might be of special interest, and all of our periodicals. We will not only input
all data ourselves, but also try to use data from other databases like RLIN or OCLC.
Since converting these data will cause problems and headaches, we are glad that,
again, the technicians at Pica will take care of this side of the issue. The nice thing is
that, even if we get no extra money, all the work will still be done, although it will
take much more time.
As all this may seem quite normal to you, for us it has been a most exciting
development. And it is something you could bene t from as well. When the
catalogue and its software are f\1lly developed, anyone with an Internet connection
can login into the catalogue and perform online searches. I have to mention,
however, that this will not be possible before the project is well under way, say
before 1996 of 1997. In the meantime, we have come up with a temporary solution
in the form of a small programme, with which we can offer the catalogue on diskette
to any interested institution. (The programme runs on any DOS-machine.)
Iwould like to end with a note on the use of the catalogue. It‘s rst use, of course,
is to provide both local and extemal users with a better tool to nd what they’re
looking for. In a broader context, the catalogue could be a means for cooperation.
When I visited the workshop on Chinese and Computer in Heidelberg this year, [was
happily surprised to nd out there are so many different places in Gemiany where
Chinese studies are being done. What a great opportunity for cooperation. Here in
Leiden, there is a very distinct feeling of isolation when the library is concerned, since
we are the only one in Holland that collects Chinese material.
In the Netherlands, Inter Library Loan and the fast delivery of copied magazine
articles for "regular" material has taken a ight in recent years. Confronted with a
growing gap between means and costs, cooperation is the only way libraries can try
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to sustain the level of service they are accustomed to. The position of European
libraries for Chinese material may be even more difficult than that of regular Hbraries,
but cooperation may be much more beni cial. I hope that, by making the Dutch
sinological collection more easily available for "outsiders", we will further
cooperation between European centres of Chinese studies.
For questions and comments, please contact:

Marc van der Meer
Sinological Institute
P.O. Box 9515

Tel +3171Z72531

Z300 RA Leiden

Fax +317127Z615

Netherlands

E-mail MGvdMeer@Rullet.LeidenUniv.NL

I-Ian Feenstra
System administrator of the ChiuaVision Project
The Cl1inaVision Database
The name Chinavision stands for "Visual Documentation and Presentation of the
History of Chinese Culture". This project started officially in 1991 at the Sinological
Institute of Leiden University. Project leader is Prof. Erik Ziircher. The project focuses
on four closely interrelated aspects. Firstly, the systematic collection and contextual
ordering of visual information concerning the history of Chinese culture. Secondly,
the development of a method of analysis and classi cation relevant to the culture,
resulting in the formulation of Sinofllass. Thirdly, the development of the
Chinavision visual database. And, lastly, the active presentation of the visual
information to students and researchers.
This article will focus on the electronic visual database. Since July 1991 the project
has been working on the development of "an automated system enabling the
description, storage, retrieval, and manipulation of visual information". This visual
database will be made available to students and scholars. as a support for teaching
and research. SinoClass, an hierarchical, analytical clasdfication scheme for a non»
Western material culture, will be integrated in the database. This scheme, consisting
of more than 8,000 entry levels, has just- been basically completed and will be
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published in the near future.
In this article I will deal with, successively, the source and nature of the data, the
hardware and con guration of the system, the architecture of the software, the text
(the description of the image) and the image.
The Data
In this stage of development the prime source of data is the slide collection of the
Siuological Institute. The systematic collection and active presentation of visual
information started long before 1991. Prof. Ziircher made a start by making visual
presentation a major tool for teaching‘ Giinese history to junior students. This
resulted i.n a collection of some 20,000 slides. For the presentations the slides are
grouped in clusters, arranged on themes and complexes. Each cluster represents a
very general subject which is of essential importance in Chinese history, for example
"China and the Outer World", "The Written Word" and "The Imperial Institution". In
each series interlocking elements of Chinese culture are logically explained. Thus
"The Written Word“ not only explains Chinese calligraphy or the invention of
printing, but the relative status attached to literacy and literati, the examina on
system and other aspects are tied in as well. Thanks to generous nandal support
from various quartets (the Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation, the Netherlands
Foundation for Scienti c Research, the Dutch Ministry of Education and several other
organizations) it has been able to develop into a major project in the eld of Chinse
studies.
The entire collection, including the slides not selected for the presentations, is
documented on cards. These cards, actually numbering even far more than the slides,
are the result of thoroughly checking for images the very rich collection of books and
magazines of the Sinological Institute. Other sources of visual data are museum
collections and the illustrations and photographs produced by the project itself. This
continuously growing "database" of slides and cards became inm-easingly unwieldy
and unmanageable. Once slides and cards are combined in an electronic database,
the potential of the collection can be fully exploited: The automated database offers
unique possibilities for education and research.
The Con guration
Let me rst brie y introduce the present database con guration. I will include the
tradenames of the various products. Not for commercial reasons, but only because it
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is relevant information for the interested reader. For a numb er of considerations we
choose Apple Macintosh as hardware platform. The main reason is simply that the
software we selected was based on Hypercard, an Apple application. Also, Apple has
successfully solved the problems of digital data compression and retrieval. Finally,
Apple is an user-friendly system and an internationally accepted hardware platform.
The con guration consists of the following elements (see gure 1):
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Workstations: For the input of text les and for retrieval of both text and image we
dispose off one Macintosh Ilci and two Macintosh Ilsi, with 68030 processor and 8
MB RAM. The most powerful machine of the database is a Macintosh Quadra 950
with 68040 processor, 68 MB RAM and two external hard disks (236 MB and 520
MB). It can be used as a retrieval station, though its main function within the
database is sewing as scanning and colour input station. Within the project, however,
this machine is primarily used for producing new images with graphic applications
like Photoshop.
Serve: The Chinavision database is archived and administrated on the server for
which we use a Macintosh Ilci with 68030 processor and 8 MB RAM. The storage
media are directly connected to this computer.
Network: Et.herNet, an AppleTalk network, provides the connection between the
various stations of the database.
Monitors: The retrieval stations have high-resolution RGB monitors (pixel depth 8bits per pixel, resolution 72x72 pixels per inch). The Quadra is connected to a
Supermac 19" monitor (resolution 72x72 pixels per inch, pixel depth 32 bits per
pixel). For checking the quality of the scanned images, a Mitsubishi PAL video colour
monitor (pixel depth 32 bits per pixel) is used.
Linked to this con guration are various storage media and scanning devices. These
are mainly used for the images. The input of images is fairly simple (see gure 2).
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The slides are digitised with a lm-video recorder (Tarnron Fotovix). This device
"grabs" the image on 72 dots-per-inch (using a NuVista graphic board). We manually
put the image in focus and balance the colour. The image is compressed (using
QuickTime, type Photo-JPEG) and stored on a double-sided WORM-disk (Write Once
Read Many) using an optical disk drive. The compression factor varies, depending on
the image, in general somewhere between 5 and 30 x. The size also differs, from, e.g.
85 K up to 260 K. This image is what we call the view, a full size image. When saving

the large image, automatically a small image is processed. This small image, called
thumbnail, is stored, together with the description, on an extemal disk connected to
the server. The average size of a thumbnail is 40 to 50 K. Since it is not compressed,
it can be retrieved very quickly. We have two external disks; one Quantum 200 MB
and one Fujitsu Extern 1.0 GB. This should provide us with ample storage space for
the near future. We have two optical disk drives (Re ection Systems) to our disposal,
so we are able to make back-ups of the WORM-disk. The other scanning devices
(slide scanner, A3 colour scanner, A4 colour scanner) are used for processing new
Lrnages.
Software andArchitecture
How is the image linked to the text? What software do we use? All the functions
related to handling documents, both text and image, are comprised in the
colorArchIS software. ArchIS stands for Archival Infonuation System. This module for
electronic document management was developed by Softcore Creative Technology
(headquarters in England). In 1994 our system was upgraded with the latest version,
ArchIS 3.2.1 (in Apple System 7.1). The user interface is provided by Hypercard. This
Apple application is a system of stacks. A stack consists of interlinked cards. Each
card can have several layers and elds, which are activated by buttons. The layers
and elds can contain infonnation; text and image are typed or "pasted" on the cards.
There are several ways of going from one card to another, depending on the number
of buttons. lndeidng and making queries is fairly simple, in theory one can search on
every single word or number put on a card. In the ChinaVision database I-lypercard is
customised to our speci cations.
The other main components of the software architecture are an application
handling the documents and a set of servers. In our data base the document handling
application is called ArMan, Archive Manager. It runs in the background on every
workstation and looks after all the interactions with the archive. Input, viewing,
editing and even scanning, compressing and printing is managed by this application
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and an appropriate set of drivers. If an user wants to accss the shared database and
archive, he/she has to log on to the server. This server application, called
ADDBServer, rims continuously on the server Macintosh. The Archive Server controls
the access to the ChinaVision system and the documents. The Document Server
provides access to the media for all the workstations in the network.
Within the system, on the sewer Macintosh, reside two essential folders (a
collection of les). Information about users, media and the actual documents is
stored in ChinaVision Archive. All the infonnation about the images is stored in a
folder called ChinaVision Database.
Maybe this survey of the Chinavision system so far prompts more questions than
answers, but hopefully it does give one an impression of the (inner) structure of the

system.
Now we go back to the outer structure, to what a user will see on the screen. We
have views, stored on a WORM-disk, thumbnails, stored on an extemal harddisk and
text, also stored on an external harddisk. And we have a Hypercard document of 548
K which is called Chinavision.

The Tm
Starting up this document leads to the appearance on the screen of a card, the socalled query card. This card enables the user to search, allowing the input of words in
several elds. These elds correspond to elds of the browse card. Each browse card
contains the description of an image in the ChinaVision database.
The printed card (see gure 3) is an example of a browse card, showing the various
buttons and elds. In the elds I have typed a short description or indication of how
they are used for the input of text. The largest is the description eld. This eld is
followed by a number of smaller elds: maker, period, material, site, provenance,
source, manipulation, quality and colour. Manipulation, period and material contain
pop-under menu's. Clicking a button prompts a list from which the user can select the
right one.
Description and source have scroll bars, allowing the user to enlarge the elds.
Note that this version of the card contains a number of buttons and elds that may
not be shown to the future user.
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The card concludes with the eld for keywords. This is a vital eld. To every image
keywords are assigned. The number of keywords is unlimited, the eld can be
enlarged with a scroll bar. An image that contains a painting representing a woman
and a girl picking mulberry leaves may be described wit.h the following keywords:
woman, child, girl, szriculture, tree, mulberry, basket, painting, costume, footwear,
headgear, cap etc. The hierarchy is kept as simple as possible.
Every building will have t.he keyword architecture, both sampan and junk do have
the keyword boat. Keywords can be abstract: e.g. Confucianism, eroticism, popular
religion, architectural principles etc. Speci cations regarding the material can be
listed here as well: e.g. scroll, stone, bronze, wall painting. A menu, activated by a
button, allows the user to nd out which keywords are indexed.
The browse card of the Chinavision database contains a ntunber of other essential
elds. Every card has an unique accession munber, assigned at the moment of making
the entry. Since most of the entries are slides used in presentations, it is possible to
put in the code of the slide, called ColSerNo. For example: WW.O1.124 represents
slide no. 124 from the rst part of the Written Word series. B.03.002 is slide no. 2
from the third part of the Buddhism series. Both accession number and presentation
number can be searched on.
_
Finally, a eld named Class provides access to the SinoClass structure I already
referred to in the introduction. This eld contains the code assigned to the image
according to the SinoClass analytical classi cation system. Clicking the field prornpm
the meaning of the code, indicating the user where to locate the image in the context
of Chinese culture.
r
Linked to each browse card are a comment card and a Chinese character card. The
comment card provides ample space for all information not directly relevant to the
description of the image. Since the comment card is not indexed, the amount of
information on it dos not affect working speed of the system. The character card is
designed for giving transcriptions (Wade-Giles) and unabridged characters of Chinese
words. A Chinese font is integrated in the extensions of the system.
As I already mentioned, thse elds also appear on the query card, except for the
colour, material and manipuladon elds. Only the description eld is fully indexed,
otherwise indexing would take to much of the system's memory and capacity and
considerably reduce speed. The other elds can be searched on for only the rst 40
characters. This, combined with the usage of """ should be enough to specify the
wanted site, source or keyword.

The Image
12

.

The images can be consulted in various ways. Both from the query card and from
the browse card view and thumbnail can be retrieved. It is possible to have the
thumbnails of all the found folders appear at the same time on the screen. Because
one can vary the size of the thumbnails, one can, for example, either have four or a
hundred thumbnails in the screen window. With the scroll bar one can browse
through the thumbnails. Selecting a thumbnail brings one to the browse card or to
the full size image. The full size view lls thewhole screen and looks best on the 32bit Mitsubishi monitor. It is possible to enlarge the image on the screen, so that one
can examine the image in detail. Views (16,7 million colours) can be retrieved on the
8-bit depth screens, though the quality will be far from optimal. The thumbnails (256
colours) can be retrieved at any time from any card. The views, however, are
compressed and stored on several double-sided WORM-disks. Since we do not have a
jukebox, the views can only be consulted if the right side of the right disk is manually
inserted. Therefore we choose to have the thumbnails stored in the largest size
possible. This will reduce the need to see the full size image.
Pmrpects
A database is never complete, and ChinaVision certainly is not. In 1995 the rst
version of the database will be accessible to students and scholars in the library of the
Leiden Sinological Institute. Some 10,000 slides have been described at the moment,
mainly coming from the selections made for the presentations. Buddhism, the Written
Word, the Imperial Institution, Historical Survey, China and the Outer World, the
Chinese City, these are the themes covered so far. This thematic approach is a result
of the structure of our slide collection. The description, though, is not affected by the
themes. Each slide is described as an unique image, apart from its meaning within the
presentation. An object oriented approach will be adopted as well. The ChinaVisi0n
Project could do this by systematic enlarging its slide collection. However, cooperation with other institutions with relevant collections (not necessarily on slide)
will be more efficient. Museums and libraries dealing with Chinese studies often
possess unique collections, built-up and managed by specialists. We hope and expect
that in the near future ways and means may be found to associate these institutions
with the project, to the bene t of all panies involved.
Then the ChinaVision database will contain a rst choice of data, supported by a
well-founded base. At the time, we just beg-in to get used to this idea. How and when
an intemational visual database will function, is still a matter of discussions and
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research, not to mention funds. Also, the present con guration and storing methods
will have to be upgraded from time to time. Though both data and base seem to be
subject to neverending developments, we are con dent that the ChinaVision
database is an unique starting point.
This brief introduction of the Chinavision database will hopefully give you an
imprmsinn of what has been achieved so far. For more information, please contact
Prof. Erik Ziircher
Sinological Institute
'
Leiden University, P.O. Box 9515
NL-2300 RA Leiden, the Netherlands.
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Linda Groom
A message to CJKLIB from Australia", dated 8_th of Sep. 1994, conceming
"Software vendor for CJK Project annormced"
"The Deputy Director-General of the National Library of Australia, Eric Wainwright,
today announced that Innovative Interfaces has been selected to provide software for
the Australian National CJK (Chinme, Japanese, Korean) Project. INNOPAC software
was selected because of the quality of its OPAC and bibliographic database functions,
its ability to load data in various national MARC formats, its fl'bility and Innovative
Interfaca' good record of customer support. It is expected that the system will be
operational by early 1995.
'
The National C.IK System will provide a database of bibliographic records for
Chinese, Japanese and Korean material with full support for CJ'K scripts. The
database will initially contain half a million bibliographic records, from sources
including LC, ABN, OCLC, RLIN and .IapanMARC. The CJK System will be the
Australian national union catalogue for (UK items, will provide copy cataloguing, and
will serve as an OPAC for libraries that do not have C.IK script capability in their local

systems.
A new feature of the (‘JK System's installation will be the use of the MASS software
for the input and display of CJK characters. MASS is a friendly, windows-based
package that runs on PCs and Xterminals allowing users to input C.IK characters using
a standard qwerty keyboard. It uses Unicode as its internal code set and optionally
supports a number of other character sets such as Greek and Jawi (an Arabic script).
Innovative Interfaces will integrate MASS with INNOPAC as part of the
implementation of the CJK System. This will bring to three (ETen, Join and MASS)
the number of CJK input software packages supported by Innovative. MASS is a
product of the Institute of Systems Science of the National University of Singapore.
The initial users of the system will be librarians and researchers at the Australian
National University, Griffith University, Monash University, Murdoch University,
University of Melboume, University of Queensland, University of Sydney and the
National Library of Austral.ia.
A number of other Australian and overseas libraries have expressed interest in using
the system and client numbers are expected to grow rapidly during 1995.
Access to CIK will be through the Internet as well as a gateway from ABN,
however, gateway users will be restricted to a Romanised view of the CJ'l( database.
Charges for new users are expected to be on a subscription basis, rather than a per-
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minute or per-command basis, and various levels of subscription will be available.
For further information please contact Linda Groom"
Linda Groom
National CJK Project Manager
National Library of Australia
*The message is reprinted here with the consent of Linda Groom. TH

Thomas H. l-Iahn
Introduction to JOIN and MASS
For quite a number of years now people have been discussing software packages
that allow inputting, displaying and processing of east asian scripts, such as Chinese,
Japanese and Korean (CJK) scripts. Systems in use among colleagues are Twinbridge,
ET (YITIAN), Kuoqiao (Kuochiao), Zhongwentalk (for Apple Macintosh), Chinese
Windows, HuaDa, the l-lullo-system and others. Basically two codes are in use in
Europe, Le. BIG-5 with 13000 Chinese characters, and GB2312-80 (or ~89) with
about 6.500 characters.
»
The intemiittant conversion of these codes is possible though has its pitfalls. In this
context would it be of didactic value only to argue that ONE coding and perhaps ONE
software to treat CJK-scripts (plus additional diameters needed, e.g. sanscrit etc.)
might be of bene t to the academic community? The time may well be near to
consider the options and software solutions described below. As [ can foresee over
the next three or four years some colleagues and scholars will quite naturally adopt
platforms that simultaneously allow working with a number of Asian scripts within
the same le, the same document, or the same bibliographic record. Thus the
following introduction to MASS and JOIN not only intends to make people familiar
with these rather new systems, but also to "symbolically" open up the road to online
databases by sketching a rough outline of how a platform for a bibliographical tool in
form of an online OPAC can be constructed, representing a database that the
community can use AND share over the Internet, through Gopher and WWW.
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1. JOIN CIK Language .8)/stems (Series C)
JOIN Computer Co., Ltd, is a Taiwan based software engineering company that
some time ago already developed a CJ'K system that supports the American National
Standard ANSI/NISO Z39.64, better known as EACC (East Asian Character Code,
1989).

On a second and more advanced level, JOIN compriss four basic codes, namely
CCCII, GB, JIS and KIPS/KSC5601, plus conversion programs and tables to convert
Chinese script from simpli ed into complicated characters and viceverra. Thus a
platform of mulli-linguality is created that supports exactly 53.940 Chinese
characters, Japanese Kanji (JIS C 6226) and Korean Hanja (2.392 l-Ianja of KIPS and
4.888 Hanja of KS C 5601). The system can interface with other East Asian language
modules, besides western script (incl. Umlaute and other European variant
characters). A character generator allows the active contruction of about 2000 new
characters when required. The system comes with a specially designed display card
"to accommodate the high-resolution scrolling requirements" (display is 24x24 pixels
per character). Three different character generator cards are offered, one with 22.
000 Chinese characters and Japanese, one with 33.000 Chinese characters, Japanese
and Korean coding, and a third one with 53.904 Chinse characters, Japanese
l-Iiragana, Katagana and Kanji, plus Korean Hangul and Hanja.
The system requirement to run this software is an IBM-AT 386, 486, 586 (Pentium)
or any other Intel/AMD CPU. The operating software should be MS-DOS 3.3 or
above. Input is done phonetically and/or graphically by Wade-Giles, PinYin, Yale,
McC-R for Korean, Rumaji for Japanese, Chang-Jie, Simpli ed Radical etc. Various
dictionary and code conversion drivers are included. Tenninal emulation for AT&T,
DEC VT100 and other UNIX platfomis can be provided, too. JOIN is in use as a CIKinput system together with INNOPAC at libraries in Taiwan and has distributing
agencies in Canada, Australia and the United States.
2. MASS (Multiple Application System So wnre)
Developed by the Institute of System Science at the National University of
Singapore, MASS is the product that was chosen by the Australian National CJK
Project Coordinators for CJK character processing. [ts sole serious rival in the eld
was JOIN, the software introduced above.
As far as I can see MASS, with regard to supported codes (including UniCode),
input methods etc. is very much the same as JOIN. What obviously convinced the
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colleagues in Australia was its userfriendliness (MASS has a multilingual input facility
for the novice and for the expert user called MINE), the openness of the system itself
and the developers ldt that can be purchased with it.
MASS, as JOIN, includes as a standard feature an in-build editor to process
multilingual texts and is also dsigned to be used on UNIX platfonns (for example
SUN OS 4.1.x, IBM RISC/6000 AIX 3.2.x, HP-UX 9.x etc.) as well as on IBM
compatible PCs (by mid-95).
An impression of how MASS may look like on a UNIX screen under UXtenn can be
viewed over Intemet (using Mosaic on an AIX'I'ERM for example) by accessing Imp:
//wwwJss.nus.sg/public/ISS_RND/NLII/PROJECTS/mnss.h1ml).
Lately
an
aruiouncement concerning a free demo le of UXTERM was circulated to various lists
and people with a potential interest (the site is: ftp.is:.nus.sg; directory:
/puh/is:/project:/uxtenn). It is difficult in this context NOT to speak about prices,
but let me just state that they are affordable even if no national project is wrapped
around them.
Now, with these facts in mind, I should like to point out why these systems may
corrapond to the needs of European colleagues. Let us assume that there are
institutions with a common interest in sharing work, like cataloging congshu,
updating periodical holdings of various sorts, and so on. Be it on a national or an
intemational level, one would always wish to use a platform that can be accessed
quickly, preferably by many users at the same time, over telecom lines that are
inexpensive (JANET, WIN, InterNet) and paid by others, usually by the parent
institutions or national committees. This platform would invariably have to be UNIX,
in one form or another. The library system software INNOPAC by Innovative
Interfaces Inc., Cal. (comprising the selected modules 1. "Cataloging", 2. "Circulation
Control", 3."OPAC", 4.“Serials Subscription Control" and 5, "Acquisition") that our
Australian colleagues had the wisdom ( plus the money) to choose (and which I
myself rate as the best system there is on the market), unfortunately has a hefty
pricetag attached to it. (But was this not the case with TOTAIS as well, a dosed
system used at the Bavarian State Library in Munich, alas NOT available or accessible
over the Intemet, a fact I personally nd hard to accept when looking at the
possibilities the budget for the undertaking would have permirtedl). For precisely
that reason it may never be in use in any institution with an East Asian collection of
repute in Europe (unless Innovative Interfaces Inc. would invent and market
something like a "Small Innopac", similar to the proper "WenJin" and the “Small
WenJin" of the Beijing Tushuguan).
Ruling out INNOPAC, what is left? Perhaps Allegro-X, or OLIX, or a Chinse niche
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in PICA (not a CJ'K-niche, if I view the situation correctly), or even the McDona1d<
Douglas system...? One solution could indeed be Allegro-X, a software always full of
surprises that leaves a maximum of freedom in con guring one's own front end.
Matched with MASS or JOIN and installed on a powerful UNIX machine a basis could
be created that would meet the requirements and needs stated above: shared
cataloging, an OPAC available online from anywhere in the world, the possibility to
update serials holdings and much more (such as providing WWW-links to other,
related catalogs, infomration resources and software repositories in the fomi of
anonymous ftp-servers). In my view every country in Europe should have at least
ONE such UNIX installation, be it a combination of Allegro-X plus MASS, or ASIA-X
(if the developers have such a thing in mind) plus JOIN, or "Small InnoPac" plus
MASS/JOIN. The British China Library Group, the French and the German (newly
established) counterparts may well nd it a wise thing to spend some time pondering
how, where and by what means such a system center could be set up and brought to
life. Maintenance work, updating of software, adjustments and backup or security
measures of various sorts would have to be taken into account and deviced.
In short: a long-tenn UNIX concept for CJK-libraries is the media that in my view
would bring EASL members closer together, help establish and support co-operative
efforts (considering the fact that some Chinese collections operate WITHIN a CJ'K
environment, thus form an integrated part of well developed Japanese and Korean
departments and in some instances cannot come up with "singular" solutions for
online cataloging but have to nd ONE common platform for the whole East Asian
section, the UNDI/(UK systems would be the ONLY solution).
One may be lured by the fact that all these systems also nm (or will run) on
ordinary Intel PCs, but pursuing such a strategy would mean to disregard the cooperative aspect and lose many of the positive spin-off effects that come with using a
UNIX system.
Munich had the opportunity to take the lead in this aspect - the chance was not taken
up - perhaps it was not realized at all then?!. Pull CJI(online display of
bibliographical data and (even fulltext-) databases as required today and in demand
tomorrow, both by scholars and by those of us that have taken up the profession of
providing information as such is only possible along the linm and with the
components described above.
_
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CIHNESE COLLECTIONS IN EUROPE

Yu Dong
The Chinese Collection in the Vatican Library
The Chinese Collection of the Vatican Library contains about 4.000 titles’ of Chinese
books, maps, epigraphy, pain ngs and calligraphy, documents, as well as periodicals.
The collection contains about 3.600 book titles (prints and manuscripts), of which
2.000 titles are dated before 1911, 600 titla between 1912 and 1949, and 1.000
titles were published after 1949. Moreover, there are 1.500 volumes of "Yingyin
Wenyuange Siku quanshu %E[Jiil I| mggg" published in Taiwan in 1983. The
earliest title is ‘an incomplete manuscript of the Buddhist scripture "Da fang guangfo
huayan jing 7<753l5{%§§1§", of which only three volume remain. This manuscript
is an original copy by Lia.ng Wan, chief of the treasury of ce Dianruiyuan
of
the Yuan T; imperial government in 1345 or 1346. All volumes were written with
gold dusk on dark blue paper and are bound in accordeon binding. They consist of an
introduction, an illustration, and the text.
The most essential components of the Vatican’s Library’s Chinese collection are the
works early Catholic missionaries, comprising 250 titles of books and many
duplicates. The library also holds a collection of Giovanni Vacca, which contains
some manuscripts and a lot of Chinese books of the Late Qing period.
Another important part of the collection is the maps. Over 60 rnaps are preserved,
mainly geographical and celestial maps of early missionaries, such as Riccfs "Kun yu
wan guo quantu WEEK Q H ", printed in 1602, Schall’s coloured stellar map
"Chidao nanbei liang zong xingtu
E :l|;W§§§E", as well as a large number of
regional maps of the Late Qing Dynasty.
About 30 early rubbings of epigraphy are prserved in the Vatican Library. In
addition to Buddhist inscriptions, there is a portraitlof Confucius, and an early
rubbing from the Nestorian monument "Da Qin Jingjiao Zhongguo bei jq - (l1J
E" of the Tang Dynasty.
‘
Old documents about the activities of missionaries in China, include manuscript
copies of imperial edicts, official documents concrning the anti-Christian persecutions
and documents about the Chinese Rites Controversy. There are also some ancient
Chinese paintings and calligraphies, photo albums of the Late Qing and Republican
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periods, and ivory carvings.
Periodicals include 10 titles of the Late Qing, 47 titles of the Republican period,
and a small amount of contemporary material rom Taiwan. All of these are
incomplete.
All Chinese titles are shelved in various collections, according to different accession
sources. The main collections are "Barberini Oriente", “Borgia Cinse", "Vat. Est.
Oriente", "Raccolta Prima", and "Racolta Generale".
The "Borgia Cinese" collection was a part of Cardinal Stefano Borgia's collection
that entered the Vatican Library in 1902 with a large number of Latin and Greek
manuscripts. In this collection there are about 50 titles of ancient Chinese
manuscripts and prints, containing several rare manuscripts and maps.
The most ancient and the richest manuscript collection of the Vatican Library is the
“Pondo Vaticano", which contains over 60 titles from the Far Easr marked "Vat. Estr.
Oriente“, most of which are Chinese imprints, such as dictionaries and Chinese
grammar works written by European sinologists and missionaries, as well as Buddhist
publications of the Late Qing period. Of special interest are two volumes of the "Xu
zhitongjian jieyao §?
g
", printed in the jiaqing era or even earlier,
which entered the Vatican's collection before 1580.
The "Raccolta Prima" is the earliest print collection of the library, containing more
than ten titles of old Chinese books. Today most of them have been transferred to the
"Fonda Palatino".
Regular books in general are preserved in the "Raccolta Generale“, in which there
are quite a number of rare Chinese editions of early missionaries, such as the great
astronomical encyclopaedia "Xin fa li shu". This part of the collection has a
classi cation of more than 20 divisions. A great quantity of Chinese works in this
collection is registered as "Raccolta Generale Oriente".
Two different catalogues of the Chinese collection have been in use until now, one
being Pelliofs inventory of 1922 of ancient Chinese works (17 th-19th century), the
other being the librafs card catalogue of the entire Chinese collection, led in order
of titels and authors.

Kathi Tholen
The Chinese Library of Zirrich
The Chinese Library, together with the European-language and the Japanese
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Library, forms part of the Library of the East Asia Seminar of the University of Ziirich.
It is the largest library in Switzerland that systematically and extensively collects
media in the Chinese language and, therefore, does not only serve the Seminafs
immediate needs but is open to all institutions and interested individuals. (The
second sinological center - with a smaller library - is located in Geneva.)
History
The rst chair in Sinology at the University of Zurich was established in 1941.
Professor Eduard Hurst von Tschamer held this post until 1962, and he began to
loosely collect Chinese books from 1949 on. But only in 1964, rmder the newly
elected Professor Robert P. Kramers, did systematical collecting of Chinese media
start. During the Cultural Revolution contact between Switzerland and China was not
entirely interrupted which enabled the Chinese Library to keep on collecting books.
Holdings
As of 1993, the Chinese library comprised 56’70O volumes (16’208 monograph
titls), a total of 531 scienti c journals and magazines (29 on microfonns) and 16
newspapers (3 current subscriptions). 200 of the journals and magazines are
currently subscribed to, among them also some in Japanese.
Besides collecting different kinds of material issued on rnicrofotms the Chinese
Library has also started to purchase other non-book materials (tapes, videos, slides,
maps etc.), but this still is a small-scale enterprise.

swrr
The Chinese Library is staffed with 3 hbrarians sharing 150 job percentage.
Main points ofinterest
The Chinese Library makes an effort to collect all works of fundamental interest to
the study of the core elds in Sinnlogy, including reference books and dictionaries.
However, due to a limited budget, the library is forced to give priority to those elds
taught at or researched in the institute, i.e. subjects concerning its philological
orientation. Therefore, collecting material in the elds of classical and modem
literature, philosophy and religion, history and language is emphasized. Among the
minor elds of interest are archaeology, ethnology, minor-ities, geography. Books on
art and art history are acquired on a very modest scale since the well»known Rietberg
Museum, in collaboration with the Chair of East Asian Art, plays a leading role in this

respect.
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Catalogues
The user can access the holdings of the Chinese Library through several different
off-line channels, i.e. card catalogues:
- for monographs in Chinese two physically separate catalogues, one for titles, the
other for authors’ names. Transcription used is the Wade-Giles system.
» for sinological material in Japanese there are separate titls’ and authors’ catalogues
- for joumals, magazines and newspapers there is a titles’ catalogue in Pinyin
Automation
The librarian's work itself has, up to a certain degree (on-line cataloguing), already
been automated, but users are still con ned to the various off-line card catalogues.
Plans to improve this situation are to be implemented in the near future, i.e. the
extensively used and fully automated Allegro-C system will be adopted, which should
include access to the data for users.

CONFERENCES

Claudia Lux
BISCIM ‘94 and ITIS ’94 - 2 Seminars 1 Goal: IFLA '96
BISCIM '94 (4th Beijing International Symposium on Computerized Information

Management, Oct. 14-1s, 1994)
"Impact of Information Technology on Information Management"
Session One: "Impact ofInformation Technology"
Information on CD-ROM-use in China and multimedia were the main topics. One of
the most interesting papers was "Challenges and opportunities for Information
Retrieval Today" by Zeng Minzu and Chen Yu from the Beijing Document Service.
China's computerbased infomration-retrieval still shows a lot of shortcomings
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compared to the rapid development of information management in other elds.
The authors pointed out that retrieval techniques have not yet overcome the level
of string matching. In China there are neither information-retrieval systems (IRsystems) based on statistical teclmiques which handle text as morphologiacal units
nor IR-systems based on natural language procasing techniques. Most of them are
compact information systems with local retrieval services only. The majority of thse
IR-systems provide access to bibliographic information only, but no full text, no
nancial, and no chemical informan'on. Many of these systems do not have a userfriendly interface. There are even cases when one has to know the commandlanguage in order to gain access.
Libraries and information centers tend to develop their own IR-system in
accordance with the mainframes they are connected to, and thus there is a lack in
appropriate standards.
The authors stressed the challenges and opportunities of development regarding
social requirements, hardware-oriented platform, retrieval techniques, user
interfaces, IR networks and IR for electronic databases. They proposed special
research projects on Information Retrieval in China. One of the main problem they
mentioned is that on-line retrieval and networking have been severely obstructed by
bad telecommunication services and old-fashioned computers on which they are
operated.
The plans for developing China's telecommunication were presented during a
special evening session by the vice-minister of China's Ministry of Post and
Telecommunication (MPT), who presented a paper on the Chinese Highspeed
Information Network Action and explained the plan of the future national
information infrastructure (Chinese Information Super-Highway).
A highlight of these plans is that Cable 8r Wireless (UK) will upgrade the phone box
network in Beijing and will also construct a 3.000 km op cal bre cable system to
connect Beijing with Hongkong. (The agreement was announced in the Financial
'I‘imes on Oct. 13th, the very day before BISCIM started).
Session 111/0: Information Highway and Information Networking
Main topics of this part of the conference were papers on the Information Highway
and INTERNET presented by participants from Australia, Japan, U.S.A., Canada,
Switzerland, UK, Germany, Iran. An e-mail was sent from Qinghua Universitylibrary
to the US by one of the American guests. This was only possible because she knew
the IP-address! E>mail messages, as it was told, may be sent out of the country via
one access-point in Beijing exclusively. Scientists who want to receive e-mail from
24
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foreign countries have to pay for every message addressed to them!
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Session Three: Infunnation Management and Related Issues
Session 3 was started with a highly interesting speech given by Sun Beixin, deputy
director of the National Library of China. She explained the main data resources
provided by the NLC for resource-sharing: Chinese MARC, Chinese character
attribute database as well as authority control database.
Other papers were about special problems of library automation in China, e.g. the
Shanghai Library Computer Mangement System, Chinese Thesaurus, Hypertext and
some knowledge based and expert systems.
Some Chinese Hbraries and information centers like ISTIC are in the process of
installing business-services i.n order to eam money. There were some interesting
remarks on how these services are run in China, specially how the marketing is done
and how a 1ibrarie’s income may be increased. Research on this was carried out by
Margaret Evans and Graham Matthews from England, who spent some time in China.
Their "Marketing Approaches to Business Infomration Provision for Small and
Medium Sized Enterprises in China" shows that all of the enterprises being
investigated are in desperate need of investment, product infonnation, and
infonnation on marketing. The colleagues notice a lot of chances in the development
of business information services in China.
In discussing the marketing problems of information services Chinese librarians
stated that access to infonnation is distributed unequally, especially with respect to
certain databases. In China there are links to 600 international and 800 domestic
databases, but few libaries and universities have accss to databases like STN'or
DIAOLG. Even if they do have access they may not be able to use them because they
lack the money.
Discussions about the [NTERNET which is free as yet thus always leads to the point
that Chinese Hbarians could nd a lot of databases
library catalogus from the
US, England, and Australia at no costs at all for their students. Again the problems of
telecomunication have to be considered at this point.
During the BISCIM conference an exhibition on Hbrary and iriforlnalion techniques
was held in the ISTIC building. It was not only visited by 100 participants of the
seminar but by himdreds of library and information experts from the whole country,
especially the region of Beijing. In addition to intemalional databases, some Chinese
library systems were shown and a lot of CD-ROM techniques and products, like the
CD-ROM of the Renmin ribao AE El , were presented. Nowadays, in universitis
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libraries CD-ROM is used very often, because it is much cheaper than using onlinedatabases provided by western countries. Until now though, the students are not
allowed to use CD~ROM themselves. All requests are handled by information

retrieval experts among the librarians.
BISCIM '94-Preprints (complete English version) are available from ISTIC, Beijing.

ISTIS, the International Seminar on Infonnation Technologis and Information
Servics took place in Shanghai from Oct. 20-24,1994.
While BISCIM '94 was held in English, the conference languages at ISTIS were
English and Chinese. The organization of the conference lay in the hands of the
Chinese Academy of Science (CAS) in cooperation with the China National S 81 T
Comrnitee and the Ministry of Culture of China. The excellent organization and the
high standard ofpresentation especially by young Chinese students of Library
Science are very promising preconditions for IFLA ’96.
150 guests from China and from abroad took part in the seminar. Main sessions as
well as three sessions with speci c topics had been set up. The contributions were
made in English or Chinese and were translated simultaneously.
All papers presented are published in the two volumes of proceedings. The Chinese
Collection (A) contains 90 Chinese papers and 40 abstracts of papers which had been
presented in English. The English Collection (B) contains 40 papers and 90 abstracts
of papers which originally had been written in Chinese. (Proceedings of the
International Seminar on Information Technologies and Information Services, Oct.

zo-24, 1994, Shanghai. Beijing, 1994).
Session One: General Research
Papers of Chinese contributors dealt with China’s Information Industry and Market
and the Hhraries’ role in the development of economy. Future problems for public
Hbraries in the new market oriented information society of China were discussed by

Zharig Qiang of Chongqing Library.
Public libraries in China are no longer totally subsidized and some of them are
confronted with severe economical problems. Because of the new market orientation
public libraries have to nd their way in marketing their services. But many librarians
quit their jobs in public libraries. The process of change and modernization in the
l.ihraries is too slow. to keep up with the economic development and market
requirements. Libary staff should have the opportunity to be the rst to gain
information literacy and create training centers for information literacy in public
26
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hbraries.
Like in Europe Information and Library Sciences have to be taught as crossdisciplines, Jiang Ji from Fujian Provincial Library stated. Study, training and even
the mental adjustment of librarians in China to the new information age were other
topics of interest.
Session Two: Information Technology
Bai Guoying of the Documentation and Information Center of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences gave a talk about the Chinese Library Classi cation Science heading
tovmrds the 21st century, envisioning the integration of diiferent routs of library
classi cation.
Some of the rst electronic publications produced in China - e.g. Chinese poems of
scenic spots and historical sites- are processed by Wuhan University and were
presented by Chen Guangzuo.
Xie Qingitm, Chen Zhaozhen, Zhuang Deming and Zhou Yamin from Taiwan
explained how a Chinese electronic edition of the Buddhist Canon is produced. The
Buddhist Canon had been chosen because of its detailed catalogue organized in a tree
structure which was very convenient for the programmers. On a computer the
detailed catalogue may be easily used for retrievals and comparisons of contents,
objects or sentences of the scripture.
Problems of International Standardization of Bibliographic Description (ISBD) in
China were discussed along with evaluation methods for infonna on resources.
Special papers on information retrieval, databases, and automatic indexing as well as
computer systems and networking problems gave a picture of the current discussion
i.n many Chinese libraries and documentation centers. Resource sharing is
successfully practiced in Shanghai, the coastal regions of Guandong province and in
the Zhangguancun district of Beijing. Li Mirighua from Hangzhou Library reported
about these examples of cooperation between library and information circles.
Session Three: Information Service
In their analysis of information services in China, Wu Weici and Luo Zhiyong from
Peking University stated a lack of information supply services. They considered the
information which has been stored in existing databases and circulated on computer
networks as still very poor. China is in the phase of transition from non<pro t S&T
infonna on services based on documentation to an infomiation service industry
based on database and networking technology. Improvements in management and
administration of infonnation centers as well as better marketing in this eld are
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essential.
Other papers given during ISTIS discussed the problem of the commercial
electronic information services and infon-nation consultation service for middle size
and small scale industries which might be developed by university libraries and by
libraries of the Academy of Science. Just as some specialized libraries developed a
phone service for their reader as a new feature.
i
_
BISCIM and ITIS have shown that the problems of Chinese libraries are the same as
everywhere else: to keep up with the technological development and its new
possibilities is very hard in practice and seems to have no end.
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The East Asian Dept. at the University of Oregon has adopted a system to catalog
and retrieve bibliographic records everybody in the eld should be familiar with by
now. The system is called INNOPAC and can be compared to the TOTALS system
installed at the East Asian Dept. of the Bavarian State Library in Munich, a system
which serves as an agent for importing records from RLIN and as an OPAC for the
public. The difference between Oregon and Munich appears to lie in the fact that
while online cataloging is possible with INNOPAC, it is the policy of the Bavarian
State Library that cataloging straight into TOTAIS is neither desirable nor really
feasable in terms of manpower and technical expertise.
However, I am not so much concerned about comparing various systems but rather
would like to make a few comments ion what our American colleague Wang has to
say about the frmctions and the effects of the INNOPAC-installation and raise some
questions.
There is no doubt that the bene ts of a CIK OPAC are crucial to "irnprovirrg
bibliographical control and resource sharing‘ (p.16). The problem is what amount of
control does the user (grouped in "neihang W " and "waihang 91-E", i.e. the
catalogers and system administrators on the one side and the students and teaching
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staff on the other side) of such a system have? We will come to that issue at a later
point, but let me just point out that obviously there are some unforeseen surprises in
store for us. That the administ:ration‘s (ideological - nancial) contribution to the
(very expensive) installation is "indispensable" (p.16) goes without saying.
More important indeed is the "record exporting feature", as Wang puts it, supplied
by OCLC to download records online into whatever system is t to process them.
INNOPAC is designed to handle MARC records and fully supports EACC as well as
CCCII, so it has no problem in dealing with three»byte coded characters. The display
of vernacular script is arranged on a 24 x 24 dot matrix level, a display format vastly
superior to the usual 16x15 dots per inch used with standard software such as
Chinese YITIAN etc. According to Wang every PC can be converted into a C.I](
INNOPAC workstation, with the side-effect of loosing its capability of displaying CJ'Kscript. It is interesting to note that while downloaded records from OCLC are
represented in numbers or alphanumeric sequences with at least four digits that very
much look like the assignments to their respective codeplans in the EACC character
set and thus could (if the assumption made above is correct) still make some sort of
sense (see gure 1, p.18), the Heidelberg experience with an EACC code
transplanted from its natural "habitat", i.e. not displayed on an RLIN mul -script
workstation (MSW) but imported to a norrnal PC with VGA display results in "weird"
code sequences with ASCII values higher than 127.
It would be of value to users (cataloguers as well as students or researchers) to see
which status a record has, that is, what type of record (a completed record, an error
record, an un nished record etc.) is displayed. The idea behind this is to have all
records that lack vernacular script (the Oregon experience left me with the
impression that there are millions of non-vernacular records that actually describe
CIK-materials) be grouped together, save them parallel to the working database, hire
a part-time staff, have the records updated as a separate entity and re~imp0rt them
again into the source database (or merge them to the originals). In OCLC records
_(and records directly catalogued into INNOPAC) I have not detected the exprtssion
of such a eld.
One of the friendly features of the system is the choice of input methods: I have
counted seven input modes for Chinese alone (out of a total of 13 ; gure 13, p.20).
These options should cater to everybody‘s needs. Thae methods include Pinyin and
Wade-Giles input modes, but there is a drawback pointed out by Wang when she
talks about "Current Limitations of the System (p.31-33)":i.. due to the gigantic
character set used by [NNOPAC (CCCII includes more than 40.000 characters) it is
very dif cult to retrieve a record with a title that may sort a variant form of a
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character (in title search mode). The sheer mass of "shu" in rst tone or "yi" in fourth
tone cannot be narrowed down by using a Cangjie stroke as a secondary quali er,

which is possible at octc cm and in Munich's "r0rA|.s system.
The essential part of such a system as INNOPAC (or indeed TOTALS and any other
OPAC that deals with CJK-materials) is its innate "spi.rit" to supply information information on available titles, on their status, their nature, their size, form, state of

preservation, number etc. Basically one might asurne that what gos into it in terms
of catalogued information also can "come out", i.e. might be retrieved again. Alas,
with many systems that is not the case. When entering information the oataloguer
has to comply to a multitude of rules and regulations, here speci cally AACR2. To
translate these ltered bits and pieces of data into machine readable form the user of
INNOPAC or of any other major automated CJ'K-system has to accustom himself to
MARC standards. As a rule romanized information (as of Chinese titles) is entered in
non-aggregated Wade-Giles. There is no indication that any American CJK-system is
seriously re ecting the ISO standard romanization of Pinyin. As far as I can see
INNOPAC, according to Wang’s demonstrations and representations of full fonu
records, does not support the notion of inputting at least the title in Pinyin, as
discussed by the Library of Congress and CEAL subpanels during the 1992 meeting in
Washington. Technically speaking I have no doubt that INNOPAC might supply this
feature (including to-sueen-export, indexing etc.) when relevant people of the trade
will ask for it as an integral part of the fonnat. Yet it is open to debate whether the
cataloguer/data technician will be allowed to "insert" and de ne such a
eld himself and "bend" AACR2 and MARC guidelines that obviously are not
comfortable melting pots for such provisional (and transitional) practices. The
notions of local flexibility, technical control and independence so much craved and
treasured by the European "masters" of ALLEGRO-C are indeed dif cult to reconcile
with the autocratic and rigid suuctures of such "given" systems as INNOPAC, OCLC,
RLIN or TOTALS. It is also doubtful whether non-aggregated title words will allow a
keyword search with the same precise result sets as a search in which aggregated
Pinyin or Chinese characters are used. This, however, cannot be atmbuted to
INNOPAC or "the" system itself; rather, it is obvious that the form of bibliographical
description determines the precision of the reuieval process. Thus it must be said that
as long as input conventions do not change retrieval tools will not get any better.
Still, it is my hope that even in the big systems search-result-sets eventually may
become more ttansparant and "readable" (browsable index display, short title display
em), thus complying to the rules of "fuzzy" retrieving logistics. I have seen and used
INNOPAC at the Fu Ssu~nien Library at the Academia Sinica. Judging from this

‘
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experience there is a good chance that the "dinosaur" systems (RLIN, OCLC etc.) will
hatch and nourish something that in the end will prove to be superior to its parents.
Although I am suspicious about the enthusiasm employed by Wang in her conclusions
(p.33: "it is the rst and best CJK OPAC at present...") I must admit that INNOPAC is
a system that must be taken seriously. Surprisingly it still carries the very
cumbersome and "un-natural" 880 eld linkages for vemacular script and other
heritages from the early days of CJK automation development! As art "Al.legrologist" I
have principal problems with the lack of system control and the surprises the user is
in for when ddling around with data in INNOPAC (one example is given by Wang
herself: the 880 eld links were circumvented and instead vernacular script was
entered into a second 245 title eld, a second 100 eld fo the author etc., a method
Wang calls "Enhanced bibliographical record with parallel vemacular elds" which
allows simultaneous display of vernacular and romanization not possible before).
Nevertheless, these problems do not prevent me from recommending the system as a
very sophisticated retrieval tool especially for those irnpor ng large amoturts of data
from such sources as RLIN or OCLC.
Viewed in this light I must admit that the strategical intention in writing this short
article is to convince the major CJK-libraries in Europe to seriously evaluate
INNOPAC and include it in their quest for the perfect system. Our Australian
colleagues, after long deliberation, have opted in favour of INNOPAC (in conjunction
with MASS) and will thus be in a position to implement a very powerful system that
will carry them a long way into the future. A short note on the Australian solution is
given by Linda Groom in in this issue of BEASL.

Review of Ken Lunde’s "Understanding Japanese Information Processing"
(O’Reilly & Ass., Sebastopol, Ca, 1993, xxxii, 435p.)
It is sometimes necessary to make a detour in order to reach a goal. Sinologists
labour hard to acquire the wisdom and the expertise of theologians to gain full
philological control over "their own" texts like the classics (conupt as they are) or the
apocrypha (chanwei). They use the methods deviced by long traditions of scholars of
the Bible to penetrate cryptic droughts and sentences, to uncover hidden meanings
and endless quotations from sources now lost. Not many are the elds where those
studying China, its people, history and thought do not borrow methodological tools
from other scholarly disciplines. It appears as if scholarship on many other subjects of
human leaming are far advanced when compared to sinology. The lcnowledge
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accumulated in foreign, still somewhat related elds represents a great challenge to
the seeker.
This certainly is the case with Ken Lunde’s excellent book on Japanese Information
Processing. It can serve as a modell for our own concerns, namely: compiling a book
on CHINESE information processing, a work long overdue and in dire want to all of
those in the west who are plagued by terms like CCCII, Chinese telnet, phrase boxes,
cangjie and the like.
Let us have a closer look at how Ltmde (who works for Adobe Systems by the way)
structures the very diverse matter and how he successfully informs the reader
without causing confusion. First, two tables of contents are given: a "rougher" one,
and a very detailed one. According to the detailed table of contents I can
immediately determine that p.92 allows me to have a glimpse at Unicode Zones, and
should I only happen to be interested in questions of coding, I thus get a fast and fullview (comprising thirty different topics related to coding) at the grotmd covered.
The rst two chapters are devoted to basic concepts and tenninology, the Japanese
writing systems, the various types of characters that can make up a sentence in
Japanese and related basic facts. The language employed by Lunde is
straightforward, "interactive", that is, it addresses the reader directly, tells him/her
what to do, where to look up more infon-nation on a certain issue, what to expect
from a speci c chapter and what not. In rims where books go into print with titles
like "Why I hate Excel V" and other fancy or allegedly "catchyf‘ covers, l.1u1de’s
wording is close at the readers ear, but not too close.
If in chapters 1 and 2 we are still on the runway, one could say that with chapter 3
we are really taking o and reach the skies, Le. are introduced to electronic
standards, codes and character sets (naturally including JIS, but touching upon BIG5,
GB2312-80 etc.). Encoding methods and speci cations are explained in the next, the
fourth chapter (again with some coverage of BIG5 and GB). The theoretician will
close the book here and sigh at the many varieties of uni ed and ununi ed character
sets. The practitioner, on the other hand, may call these chapters drab reading
(although they supply fundamental insights) and will move on to the next sections.
Here the various input techniques to produce kanji or non<kanji characters are
grouped together under the (logical) heading Japanese Input (chapter 5), while
under Japanese Output (chapter 6) such matters as postscript fonts for kanji,
Japanese publishing system hardware and software recommendations are discussed.
The author (more or less convincingly) argues that "using outline fonts for Japanese
output is the best choice for high»quality output" (p.152). A heavy bias towards
Adobe products is evident in this chapter, combined with the underlying assumption
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that the reader is sitting in front of a Macintosh computer. Indeed, needless to say
that a Mac environment is ideal for processing graphic character representations such
as Chinese or Japanese characters. Also needless to say is that as a librarian I am
more concerned with fast input techniques and less interested in the controversy over
catalog cards being printed with truetype or postscript fonts (p.153). However, for a
librarian who by some ill luck has set foot in the lands of code conversions or must
study the behaviour of codes within a variety of operating system environments like
MS~DOS, UNIX etc., chapter 7 is a must. It gives the algorithms for Shift-JIS to J'IS
conversions and handles seven-bit and eight-bit encodings, even shows how to
"repair" damaged JIS encoded les (that somebody might have transmitted over the
Internet and that arrive without the escape sequences essential for JIS).
More
general, but also helpful are the various software tools that handle Japanese
characters. Progranuns like Canna (for Unix), KanjiTa1k (Apple Mac), ANS (Amiga)
and VJE-(gamma, for DOS) are grouped with text editors (MOICE for DOS etc.),
operating systems and terminal programms. This is a useful, though extremely short
look at the most common ptogramms and input tools now on the market.
Chapter 9 nally deals with e-rnail and Japanese on the Lntemet or Bitnet. The
author hints at the fact that various news groups do carry Japanese characters in their
messages, and explains how to display these characters in which environment. The
same appears with Chinese newsgroups, by the way, like some I-Iong Kong or Taiwan
news folders that are available over the Internet and that are entirely unreadable if
one has not taken the precaution of converting the codes before telneting into these
(usually up-to-date) news archives (a Chinese telnet version is available free of
charge from Taiwan Chiao-t’ung University).
Lunde’s_book is supplemented by a number of appendices, the most useful of them
(besides having the full JIS X 0208-1990 code table) being the address book for ftpsites and sources as well as mailing lists. For those who have Internet access and
want to scan the networks for useful les and inforrnation materials to service
readers in the library and scholars at their desk the addresses given by Lunde
represent a good starting point to venture into the world "out there“.
Corning to a conclusion I must say that Understanding Japanese Information
Processing displays a stunning amount of knowledge and expertise on the subject. It
is not, as indicated in the preface (pxxv), a "reference manual for
internationalization or localization", i.e. covering an issue that is pressing when
viewing UNICODE and‘ other efforts to "internationalize" automated information.
Also, as a sceptic I rnust object to the goal that this book may "become the de nite
source for information relating to Japanese information processing issues". I believe
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that in a world that clmnges as rapidly as ours nowadays this goal is unattainable.
However, the basic facts, the "unnroveable blocks" of information are all wrapped up
in a neat bundle and will still hold valid for quite some years. My real problem with
this book is that I as a trained sinologist now envy the japanalogists for being able to
consult such a ne and exhaustive source while a comparable volume on the issues
related to Chinese infonnation processing is nowhere near in sight.

‘.
A
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BIBLIOGRAPHIES
A Bibliography of China related CD-ROMs
compiled by Thomas H. Hahn
This bibliography contains CD-ROMs conceming China as I have come
across them during recent months. A second bibliography listing full text
databases or other China related material on diskette is prsently compiled.
The tagging scheme used for the records is as follows:
1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE
2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE
3. ISSUE AGENCY

4. DISTRIBUTION
5. FREQUENCY OF UPDATES
6. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

7. NETWORKABLE YES/NO
8. CODING OF CHARACTERS

9. NUMBER OF CDS
10. PRICE
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION

Depending on the prmentation of details and speci cations given in the
information leafs not all elds stated above could be lled for the respective
CD-ROM. Thus many entries listed below lack one or the other "tag", because
no information could be obtained.
The arrangement of items is rather at random, and not in alphabetical or
subject order. As the bibliography grows readjusnnents and a re-grouping may
be a wise thing to do.
This bibliography is also sent out to the subscribers of CIKLIB, and in
addition it will be stored in the WWW EASL directory (http://www.\n1..unilreidelberg.de/11/subject/hd/fnk /sin/ears], choose the directory "Materials
and Bibliographies") for online updating and maintaining (the plan is to
update the list every three months).
Should readers/users observe errors in the present list or have more
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detailed information on those items listed here or on newer versions and
releases I would be grateful for noti cation.
China Related CD-ROMs
1. NAME:

CHINESE DISSERTATION REFIHZHICE CD

2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
4. DISTRIBUTION;

(presumably 1993)

Flyshcet Information Servics; Taipei, Taiwan; Fax:
008862 7193040

IBM conrpat.; DOS 3.1+, 1 MB RAM
one
a bibliography of dissertations written in Taiwan. Hung
Kong and the PeopIe‘s Rep. uf China (how oomplete is dif cult to say, though); comprism
about 60.000 entris.

6. TECH. REQUIREMENTS:
9. NUMBER of CDs:
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

1. NAME;

INDEX TO CHINESE PERIODICAL LITERATURE

2. DATE of 1st ISSUE:

August, 1993
National Central Library
B400, 10F-1, Lane 609, Soc.5, Cht|ng»l-Isin Rd. San-

3. ISSUEING AGENCYI
4. DISTRIBUTION:

Chung City, Taipei, Taiwan, aoc;
Fax: 008862 999-3431

5. FREQUENQ OF UPDATES:
6. TECHNIIML REQUIREMBITS:

semiannualy
IBM corllpat, 386 CPU or higher, BSOKRAM and

3.5 MB ext. rnern (EMS); DOS 5.0 or higher,
HD with 23 MB of avail. space; GIHIOM drive
compat. with ISO 9660; chins: input/output
system EFEN YITIAN] 3.0 or higher.
7. NETWORKABLE:
8. CODING of CHARACTERS:

ya (26 users and more)

9. NUNIBER OF CD51
10. PRICE:

OIIE

BlG~5

starting from 2750 USD for a single user licence up
to 5950 USD for 26 or more users. Rate is per
year (incltrds two issues).

11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

Powerful tool to invmtigate articla printed in over

1400 journals in Taiwan for the years 1981 to 1993. Over 300.000 bibliographical entria.
Retrospective conversion for the years 1970 to 1981 is under way. Browsing by subject.
authors, keywords etc. Downloading possible.

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:

_

SINOCAT

as

T

2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
3. ISSUE AGENCY:
4. DISTRIBUTION:
8. CODING OF CHARACTERS:
9. NUMBER OF CD5:
11. SHORT DBCRIPTION:

1994
Na nnal Carnal Libmry

I’-‘lySheet Information Servicu; Taipei, Taiwan;
Fax: 008862 7193040
CCCII and BIG-5

one
integrated library system PLUS 200.000 records
and title entries for boob published in Taiwan (unfonunately no exact dates given on the

handuut). Cornea with the dassifmtion scheme of the NCL, the standard bihliognphic formal:
used at the NCL, the regulations for mtaloging, and the overview over the subject headings
used in Taiwan. Serve as the rst National Biblingmphy of Taiwan on CDROM.

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABAS
Z. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
3. ISSUE AGENCY:
4. DISTRIBUTION:

CHINA DAILY (Zhnngguo Ribao)
1993

Silver Information Engeneering, P.R. of Grim:
CIBTC, CNPTIC ur China Nalilmal Sci-Tech

Infonnation Import & Export Om-p., 9D7F,
Real Estate Building, Ilenminnan Road,
Shenzhen 518001, P.R. ofClu'.na;
Fax: +86 755 2252385

5. FREQUENCY OF UPDATES:
6. TECHNICAL IIEQUIREMENTS:

9. NUMBER OF CD5:

every three months
IBM PC or cmnpat.; 640 KB RAM; Super VGA card
with 512K VRAM; HID drive with 4 MB available;
DOS 3.1 or higher; Nlicmmft CD-ROM extensions
2.1 or higher (i.e. MS~Winduws 3.1);
one (7)

10. PRICE:

Subscrip un rate per year: 799.-USD (prine IZl<£l'l

from CIBTC adverlisernent)
most widely read English newspaper in China;
image storage; retrieval of daily news; hmdings (7), personal namm (7) in headings; artidm
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

can be uansfered to printer.

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:
2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
3. ISSUE AGENCY:
4. DISTRIBUTION:

PEOPLE'S DAILY (Renmin Ribao)
1993/94 (I0! 1993:

1994]

China EcIucau'onal Publications Shenzhm Import &
Export Corp.
China Educational Publicalinns Shen aen Import &
Export Corp.; 19D, I-Iuaken, Shannan Road, C.;
Shenzhen 518031, P.R. cf China;
Fax: +86 755 3351634
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5. FREQUENCY OF UPDATES:
6. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:

vwlv tr)
BM PC or compaL; 386 CPU or higher; 4 MB RAM;

CD—ROM driver according to MAC Lever II
standard; MS~DOS 5.0 or higher, Windows 3.1

(chin. or engL), laser printer with at least
2 MB RAM; I recommend installation ofjukebox as
permanent repository.
9. NUMBER OF CD5:
10. PRICE:

in all 92; (covering the years 19464992)

172.000 RMB, or 19.800 USD; four packages
available (194@1957; 19584965; 1966-

1977: 197&1992I; packaga between 4.500
and 7.200 USD, depellding on I\ll‘lI\b ' of

disks; subscription rate per year: 700 USD
(taken from CNBTIC adveniselnent)

full-next (or. rather: image) database of one of the
most important daily newspapers in China; it is the o icial newspaper of the CCP; search and
browsing Iacililis; downloading of articles or whole pages to printer; highly recommendable,
though expensive (obvious item for a grant application!)
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

I
I

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:
2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
4. DIS'I'RIBUTION:
8. CODING OF CI-IARA(.'l‘ERS:
9. NUMBER OF CD5:
10. PRICE:
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

ZHONGGUO Y_DULIN (CHINA STAMP FORE5T)
1993
CNPTIC, CIBTIC
GB2312—BO or ISO 10646

one
99 USD

repository of stamps issued by China since 1878 up
to 1992; includa interesting future such as recordings of historical personages
[soundblaster recornrnendedl), music etc. Nice "fun" disc or, of course, a “must” for the stamp

collector.

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:
2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
4. DISTRIBUTION:
B. CODING OF CI-IARACFERS:
9. NUMBER OF CDS:
10. PRICE:
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

DONGFANG (THE ORIENT)
1993
CIBTC, CNPTIC
GB2312-80 or ISO 10646
one
59 USD
Tourist guide through Asia and, speci tzlly, China:

includes description of 42 chinae citim (dimate, history, geography, population, hotels,
communication and Iraf c em), maps; also covers Indonesia, Macao, Hong Kong, Singapore,
Japan, Korea etc; aimed at travel agencis, I gux.
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1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:
2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
4. DISTRIBUTION:
9. NUMBER OF CDs:
10. PRICE:
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

ZHONGGUO DANGDAI MEISHU XIANXIANG
1993
CIBTC, CNPTIC

one
39 U$D

includes 100 paintings of 10 contemporary chioese
artists such as Wang Yupl g. Nie Ou, Du Hua, Ma Lu, Shen Ling. Sun Weirnin etc. 'l'his disk is
the rst relatse of several CDROM to follow on the subject.

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:

ZHONGGUO JIAOYU XINXIKU (CHINA
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION DATABASE)

2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
3. ISSU'E AGENCY:
4. DISTRIBUTION:

1993

Higher Education Prx, New Technology Center
Vanda Union Industrial; Hong Kong of oe:
Fa! +852 3051793/3515027;

Taipei of ce: Fax +8862 5044769/6322315;
US u icez Fax +1 510 2266099

6. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:

IBM PC or oompac; MS-DOS 3.31 or higher; 386
CPU orhigher; SVGA display with 1MB DRAM;
CD-ROMd.riveimoor\iingtoISO 9660sIandard

3. CODING OF CHARACTERS:
9. NUMBER OF CDs:
10. PRICE:
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

GB2312-80 or ISO 10646 (some pasagm bilingual:
chin.-engl.)

699 USD

CDROM containing Qthaustive infonnation on the
system of higher education in China, incl. for example the ct/s of hundreds of chinwe
proiasors and teaching staff (plus listing their most impormnt publicationsl), the legal code
and regulations governing the examinations and the ber owal of academic degres;
enumerates schools, univer ties, technical colleges, complete with history of the institution,
phone number of of cm; overview over language training instimtions.

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:
2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
3. ISSUE AGENCY:

THE FORBIDDEN CITY

4. DISTRIBUTION:

Commercial Press, Hung Kong (Shangwu

end of 1994
Commerdal Press, I-long Kong, and Sino United

Electronic Publishing Ltd.
Yinshuguan)
9. NUMBER OF CDs:

one

39
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11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

mken from the three voliuns ‘Palaces of the

Fcrrbidden City" (1982), "hens|1Is of the Forbidden cur (1983), and "Daily Life in the
Forbidden City" (1985); interactive CD-ROM I; over 90 minute of audio-visual sequence,
with over 1000 images; available in Cantdnse, english or ehinae.

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:

EVERYDAY LAW COMPENDIUM FOR HONG KONG

2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
3. ISSUE AGENCY:
4. DISTRIBUTION:

Sap. 1994

(XIANGGANG RIYONG FALU DAQUAN)
C0l'l\l'l!El\Zl8.l Pix Hung Kong

Commercial Pl‘EL$, Hung Kong (Shangwu

Yill huxuan)
5. FREQUENCY OF UPDATES:
6. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:

W31? (7)
IBM PC or compan; 386 CPU or faster. DOS 3.3
or above; Chinse System ET (YITIAN) 3.5
(feiclie 5 l1a0); CD-ROM drive and MSCDEXV 2.2

or higher; VGA screen
8. CODING OF CHARACTERS:
9. NUMBER OF CDs:
11. SHORT DES(RI.l>'1‘ION:

BIG~5

one
based on the hardcover edi un by the same title;

updated matm-ials to n\l¢l—1994: ind. civil law, criminal law, businm, leg l tenns in engl. and
chinese, major trades of the Law of Hong Kong, land and environment, employment and
induscry safety, pelson, welfare. education, taxation em. Chinese and English indexes!

1. NAME of Database:

CHINESE MACHINERY & ELECTRIC ENTIRPRISES

2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
3. ISSUE AGENCY:
4. DISTRIBUTION:

pzsumably 1993
China Ecluva on Publ
Chinse Machinery hm (Beijing)

5. FREQUENCY OF UPDATES:

annually

6. TECI-INICAL REQUIREMENTS:
7. NETWORKABLE:

9. NUMBER uf CDs:
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

IBM compan; 640 KB RAM
Y5
one

lism chinese machinery plants and rms producing

electric appljanus etc.

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:
2. DATE OF 15! ISSUE:
4. DISTRIBUTION:

THE TRADING MASTER IN CHINA
PROJECTED (1995 ?)

Vanda Union Indusxrlal; Hang Kong of ce:
Fax +852 3051793/3515027; Taipei of ee:

40

1

1

Fix +8862 5044769/6322315; US o icez
Fax +1 510 2256099

9. NUMBER OF CDs:
11. SHORT DESGIIPTION:

.

one
detailed inionnalion of all mmpanis that have

imporr/export linencs; details about chinese customs law, investment rulu, customs duty
rates etc; aimed at business pmple

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:

THE CHINESE LITERATURE FJWCYCLOPEDIA

2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:

4. DlS'I'R]BUTION:

(1995 7)

Vanda Union Induslrial; I-long Kong o ice:
Fax +852 3051793/3515027; Taipei of ce:
Fax +8862 5044769/6327315; US nf cei
Fax +1 510 2266099

11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:
only.

no informaclun available to me: Chinue version

1. NAME OF CD—ROM DATABASE:

TOUR CHINA SERIES

Z. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:

pmjectecl (1995 7]

4. DISTRIBUTION:

Vanda Union Indusnizl: Hung Kong of uez
FBX +852 3051793/3515027; Taipei uf oe:
Fax +5862 5044769/5322315; US of ce:
FBX +1 510 2265099

9. NUIVBER OF CD8:

SIIIQQII

11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

tnllrlst guide through the CIEDCSQ PIFOVIHB5

1. NAME or GJ-ROM DATABASE:
2. DATE or 1st ISSUE:
4. DIS'I'R.IBU'l'lON:

CHINESE ANTIQUES
projected (1995 1)
Vanda Union Induslrlal; Hang Knng Of ne:
Fax +as2 2051793/3515027; Taipei ol ce:

‘

Fax +8862 5044769/6322315; US of ce:

.

Fax +1 510 2166099
one

9. NUMBER OF CDs:
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:
cerarnits, weapons, porcelane.

including jade. lrronzes, paintings, furniture,

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:

CHINESE SOCIAL CUSTOMS

Q >-I

2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
5. DISTRIBUTION:

projected (1995 7)
Vanda Union Industrial; Hung Kong of ce:
Fax +852 3051793/3515027; Taipei o ioe:

Fax +8862 5044769/6322315; US of ce:
Fax +1 510 2266099

9. NUMBER OF CDs:
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

°l'\C

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:
2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:
3. ISSUE AGENCY:
4. DISTRIBUTION:
7. NETWORKABLE YES/NO:
8. CODING OF CHARACTERS:

25 DYNASTIC I-IISTORIES

overview of social customs in China

amund 1990/91

A&'at‘len|in Sinica, Institute of Hismty and Philology
same as issue agency
Y5

Shift BIG-5, in 1994 convened to BIG-5 (perhaps
not implemented on the older CDs)
one
9. NUMBER OF CDs:
10. PRICE:
no spas given (pi-iee1ess..l)
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:
the o icial and standard hiatotis, comprising
around 40 million characters. Note that this version of the 25 R is not oi cially available, but
since its existence is well known I thought to include it i.n this overview.

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:
2. DATE OF 1s1IS_SUE:
3. ISSUE AGENCY:

4. DISTRIBLTTION:

Juren zhi sheng - Mao Zedong
1994
Shenzhen Shi xian ke yule chuanbo youxian
gongsi, Zhongyang danganguan, Zhongyang
wenlrian yaniiushi
Zhonghua Book Co., I-long Kong and (perhaps?)
CIBTC and CNPTIC

6. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:

soundblaster or related audio equipment for IBM
compatible PC; loudspmlter cvr headphones straight
from the CD drive

9. NUMBER OF CDs:
10. PRICE:
11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:
to 1956

2

1. NAME OF G}ROM DATABASE:
2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:

Juren zhi sheng - Deng Xiaoping

400 Hung Kong S
seleoted speechm of Mao Zedong dating from 1949

1994

42

.41
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3. ISSUE AGENCY:

Shenzhen Shi xian lte yule chuanbo yuuxian

svnx : Zhvnxvans hnxansum:
Zlwnsvins wmxian vallii shi

4. DISTRIBUTION:

Zhonghua Book Co., I-long Kong and (perhaps?)

GBTC and QIPTIC

6. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:

soundblaster or related audio equipment
for IBM compatible PC; loudspeaker or headphones
S night from the CD drive

9. NUMBER OF CD5:

1

10. PRICE:

ZOO Hung Kong 5

11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

selected Speeeha of Deng Xiaoping

from

1978 tn 1985

1. NAME OF CD-ROM DATABASE:

.I\l.\'en zhi sheng - Zhou Enlai

2. DATE OF 1st ISSUE:

1994

3. ISSUE AGENCY:

Sllenzhen Shi xian ke yule ehunnbo ymurian

xvns : Zlwnzyanx dansanswn; Zhmsyanx
wenxian yanjiuahi
4. DISTRIBUTION:

_

Zhonghua Book 00., Hung Kong and (perhaps?)
CIBTC and CNPTIC

6. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:

soundblaster or related audio equipment for IBM
compatible PG; loudspeaker or hmdphons

straight from the CD drive
9. NUMBER OF (IDs:

I

1

10. PRICE:

200 Hung Kong S

11. SHORT DESCRIPTION:

selected speeches of Zhou Enlai dating from 1949

to 1975

,

last update: 29th of Dec. 1994
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EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF SDIOIJOGICAL LIBRARIANS

Directory
AUSTRIA

§steneichische Nalionalbibliothek, Jose platz 1, 1015 Wien
Libmrian: Balilil Fang

Tel: +43 1 53410.-132, nu: +43 1 53410.43?
Universilit Wien, Bibliothak ds lnsdmts ir Sinologiz
Ra(hauss11'aBe 19/9, 1010 Wien

ljbrm-inn: Gudnm AlbuTzl: +43 1 40103 ext.2799
BELGIUM

Biblinthéque dc Plnslitul Beige den Hams tuds Chinoiss

Musés Royaux d’An et d’1-listoire, 10 pam du Cinquantenair:
1040 Bnlxdles

Libmriann Jan-Mari: Simunet, Nathalie du Chard
T212 +32 2 741.73-47, FAX: +32 2 7331.77.35

Kathnlielne Univusiteit Leuven, Chinees-Japanse Bibliothaek
ladeuzeplein 1, 3000 heaven

Libmrimu: Bqmdicm Vaam n, Guy Slallazrt

i

T21: +32 16 28.46.98, Far. +32 16 28.43.42

Katholiek: Univexsiteit Leuven, China-Europa Inslituut
Atnzdltcullege, Naam$&\nat 63 bus 3, 3000 Leuven
L|'bmn'an: Benedict: Vannan
Tzl: +32 16 28.43.53, Fax: +32 16 28.43.42

CECE REPUBLIC

Filasu eké Fakulm Karlnvy University, Knihovna Dilného Vychodu
Celecnai 20, 116 O0 Praha 1 - Staré Mesto

\

Librarian: Olga bumuvi
Tel: +42 2 24491422, Fm: +42 2 226054
E-mail:OLGA.LOMOVA@FF.CUNl.(.’L

Orientilni Ostav AV R - Lu Xunova Knihcvvna
Pod voclarenskuu vezi 4, 132 OB Pmha 8

Librarian: Jana Srajemvi
Tel: +42 2 56052514, Fax: +42 2 7987260
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L|'bmn'an: Anne Wedeil-Weiiallsbozg

nu +45 ae1s.e711

\~\. 1‘

55,, . (17111 .61 ‘ ./1‘ /x if

Tel: +45 35323042, Fax: +45 315411933
E-mail: BLP@MENSHEN.KB.BiB.DK

Kobmhavns Univexsitet, Noniisk lnstitut fonksienstudier
Bibliotek, Njalsgatie 84, 2300 Knbenhavn S
Lrhmrian: Edwin Wisbe -Nielli
Tzl: +45 3154.8844, FIX: +45 32952530

FRANCE

Bibiinthiaque Municipaie de Lyon - Fonds Chilmis .
30 hld Vivier—Merl:. 69431 Lyon 03

Librarian: Juirlnniz Bauily
Univexsité Jean Muulin (Lyon Ill) - Biblinthiaque Sinulogique
74 rue Pasteur, 69007 Lyon
L|'brnn'an:DrLiDan|'dle |enSheI|g
Bibliothbque Nationale, Division da Manuscrirs Orierihux
58 nie Richelieu, 75084 Paris 02
Libmriansz Monique Cohan. Nathalie Munnet
Tel: +33 1 47018322 (Cnhen), B321 (Monllet), B126 (SWitchb0an:I)
Far: +33 1 42967665

Bibliuthéque Natiomile, Dépnrtemenl des swam iélmngirs
2 rue Vivieruie, 75084 Paris 02
L zmrianz Christin: 'l'ho|'nh
Tel: +33 147018334

1
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Del Kongdige Bibliotek - Orientalsk Afdeling
Pnstbnks 2149, 1016 Knbenhavn K

‘

,

"-2.12" _ _

‘

insiitut des Hautes ludes Chinoises - Bibliothéque
52 nu: du Canijnal-I..emoi.ne, 75005 Paris
Librarians: Nimle Rachz, Hubert Ddahaye
Far: +33 1 4427.13.54, E-mtll72 DE1AHAYE@ClT[2.FR

45
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émle Fmngaise d’ExtrEme-Orielit
22 avenue du Président-Wilson, 75116 Paris
Libmrinnz Anne-Marie Brigall
Tel: +33 1 45532135

I

Centre de Documentation et cl’Etude Taoiste - Bibliothéque

am mum: des 1-mm Etudes Chinoiss, sz rue du Caidinaliemoine, 75005 Paris
Librarian:
Fax: +33 1 44271854

Bibliothéque lntenmivexsitaixe ds [Angus Orientals
4 rue de mu, 75007 mi,

i

Lilm aru: mm; Dunll -Dultb, Dunlhée Douche:
nu +33 1 42s1.e2oa
Ecole des Haules Etuds en Scimoa Socials
Centre de Rechemhe ct de Documentation sur Ia Chine C0 lEll\p011l.t1€ - Biblintl-iéque

J

54 boulevard Raspail, 75270 Paris os
L|'bmr|'An.r: Janqueline Nivald. Peh Guat-Knni, ChengYing, Mnnique md
Tel: +33 1 49542090. FAX; +33 1 45449311

Musée Guimet - Biblimhéque
6 place d’léna. 75116 Paris
Librarian: Fhnci! Mnwuin

‘

Tel: +33 1 4723.6165

Univeisilé Paris V11 - Bibliotheque de PUPR Asia Oriental:

2 plane Jussieu, 75221 Paris 05
Ldrrnrian: MIl’ibHélHI£ Mémilié
Tel: +33 1 4427.6331, Fat: +33 1 44277393

Biblintl-iéque Asiudque cles Mis ons étmngérs de Pads

za rue ae Babylone, 75007 mi»
Librarian: Annie Salavett, am Bnisguelin

\
.

Tel: +32 1 4549.42a4

I

GERMANY

Staaishibliochek zn Beilin, Oslasienabteilung

l

.

Polsdamer Stra e 33, 10785 Berlin
Librarians: Johann-Micbad Sulffcl‘, Help Keller, Renate Schniidl, CClIl‘|\.I]l Gumlneuht

Tel: +49 so 266.2443 (Streffer), 2737 (Keller), 2736 (Gumbmchtl
Fax: +4930266.2814 Freie Universiiir Berlin

‘

Osmsiatisches Seminar - Bibliolhek
46
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J
Podirielskiallee 42, 14195 Berlin
Librarian: Pan E -ii
Tel: +49 30 833.3599

Freie Univemitit Berlin
Dtm-S\|hr-lnstimt - Bibliothek
Kiebilzweg 7, 14195 Berlin

1

Tel: +49 30 838.2347
Museum fin’ Osiasiaiische Kunn - Bibliothek
Takllslraiie 40, 14195 Berlin

Librarian: W'ilhbald Vei i
R\l||.r»UniveISiI5t Bochum

'

Fakult t Eu‘ Osuasienwisenscha ui - Bibliorhek-Sinim
Ul‘\ivetSiI‘}i\$traBe 150, 44780 llnchuni

Librarian: Kira Rnhtie-Liebuiau
Tell +49 234 700.6092

landminscinir ir Cl-iinesische Spnche (Sinicum) - Bibliothek
Stiepdet Stnlle 129, 44801 Bnllhllm

Librarian: Anne [al1i1zky—Wagn1a'
Tel: +49 234 700.7759

llniversil t Bonn — Sinoiogisches Seminar - Biblinthek

Regina»Pacis-Weg 7, 53111 Bonn
1

Librarian: Annene Speck:
Tel: +49 2221 73.72.55

Univezsinit Bonn
Seminar fiir Orientalisuhe Sprachen - Bibliorhek
Adenauerallee 102, 53113 Bonn
Librarian: Ly Ping-chiai
T212 +49 2221 73.84.15

Heinrich-Heine-Univemiiit - Osrasien-lnsiinn
B

n

B-10, 40225 Diiseidurf

Librarian: lmnie Zaahai-in
Tel: +49 211 93305.54, Fax: +49 211 93305.60

Univexsitit Erlangen-Niinibetg ~ Lehrstuhl ir Sinologie
B

e 1, 91054 Erlangen

Librarian: Pmfusoc Wolfgang Lippen
J.W. Goetliellniversilit

47
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Inslitut fur Oi-ienralische und Osiasiacische Philologien - Bibliothek
Dantestra e 4-6, 60235 Fiankfun am Main
Td: +49 611 798.2176
Universiiit

Sinologisches Seminar - Bibliothek
Papmdiek 1s, 37073 Giitiingen
Librarian: npxamnn-+1-=-aid»: 51./>1 dr (5/id

T¢!;+49551a9.43.45

Univasitit 1-izunburg
Seminar an sp.-1.1.. und ram China: - Bibliarhek
Vun-Me|le—Park 6, 20145 Halnburg
Librarian: nix. Wa1g—Ol|‘n
nu +49 40 4123.-1787
Univelsilit Hamburg - lnscinn fur Asienluinde - Bibliothek

Rmhenbaumchausee 32. 2014/8 Hamburg
Librarian: Dr Gianna‘ I-hrnnann

1
1
\1

Tti: +49 40 44.30.01

Univelsitilsbiblin ielc Hannnver und Technische lnfomiationsbibliolhek Osiasienabteilung
Posifach 60 80, 30060 Hannover
Librarian: Dr W. Andreas Mixius

1

Tel: +49 511 762.3459, Fax: +49 511 715936

Univexsi ! Heidelberg
Sinologischs Seminar - Bibliml\eJ<
Akademimn-alie 4-8, 69114 Heidelberg
Librarian: Thmnu H. Hahn
Tel: +49 6221 542434, Fax: +49 6221 542439, E-mail: HAHN@GVV.$l'NO.UN1-HEi'DELBERG.DE

Christian-Albrecht:-Univeisit t zu Kiel
Seminal’ fir Orientaiis k - Sinologische Abteilung
Olsliausenstraiie 40, 24116 Kiel
Librarian: Pmfssurill Gudula Linck
Tel:

l

Univezsilit zu K6-ln
Ostasiatischs Seminar - Moderne China-Snidien
Albenus-Magnus-Platz 1. 50923 Kiiln
Librarian: Li-Yun Blink»!-ln':h

l
1

Tzl: +49 221 4705405, Far: +49 221 4705406
Bayerisehe Sraatsbibliothek
48
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Ostasienabmdlung

roman 340150, aoaza Miinchen
Librarians: Alfons Dufey, Renata Stephan, Diane Strnhl

Tel: +49 s9 zseaases (Dufey), 624 (Ste'p1'|2l'l), ass (Slmbll
Fax: +49 89 2ssas.623, E-mail: aM.u4@iwc.nn'NE'r
000

Universitil Miinchan
Institut my Ostasienkunde A Bibliochek
Kaulhachsrralie 51:, 80539 Mllnchen
Librarian: l\alan<lWi||.k]:r

,

Ta._ +49 a9 214401.349
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Universi tTrier/Kaiserslaunern - Bibliothek
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Librarian: Werner Gemmbugu
Univezsiiit Tibingen
Sunimz Eu Ostasiadsche Ph ologie - Bibliothnk
1-Ierrenbergersualk 54, 72070
Libmn'an.r: Thnmu Gainer, Dirk Meyer
Tel: +49 7071 293534, Fax: +49 7071 296984
E-mail: ANSGA01 (Gaiser), @MA|LSERV.ZDV.UNI-TUEBINGEN.DE

Universit t Wiirzburg qlnstirut ir Sinolngie - Bibliolhek
Am Hubland, 97074 Wfuzburg

Librarians: Ina Aslm, Michal ldbold
Tel: +49 931 338.5569, F1116 +49 931 838.4617
E-mail: ASlM@VAX.RZ.UNl-WUERZBURG.D400.DE
‘

GREAT BRITAIN

British Library - Document Supply Centre

Boston Spa, Wetherby, Ynrlshime, [S23 7BQ
Librarian: Linda Emjlingham
Tel: +44 937 546048. B43434 (SWit|:hb0 lYi|.)

Cambridge University Library

Wat Road, Cambridge, CB3 9DR
Libmnhn: Charla Aylmer
Ttl: +44 223 333038, Fax: +44 223 333160
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E-mail: CAA@ULA.CAM.AC.UK

Cambridge University
Faculty of Oriental Studies

Sidgwick Avenue, Cambridge CB3 9DA
Librarian: (krherine Ansdrge
Tel: +44 Z23 335106, E~m|u'l: ORS4@ULA.CAM.AC.UK

Needham Researdr Ins tute
East Asian History of Scienne Libiary
8 Sylvster Road, Cambridge CB3 9AF
Librarian: John Mn fer
Tel: +44 223 311545, Fax: +44 223 62703
E-mail: NRl1@UX(.AC.CAM.U'LA

Durham Univerity library
Department of Oriental Books
Stockton R0311, Durham DH1 3LY
Libmrian: Rlglravendrn Ural’
T¢l:+4491374.3036,2000 (swiuzhbuard)

Edinburgh University Library
George Square, Edinburgh EH8 9L!
Librarian: William Uu
Tel: +44 31 650.3370, Far: +44 31 667.9780
E-mail: WL@SRV1.LlB.ED.AC.U1(

University of Leeds - Bzocherton Library
Leer-‘ls LS2 9JT

\

Librarian: [mm Annndale
nu +44 saz 335508,F|zr: +44 saz 335561
Email: LlB6DA@LlBRARY.NOVELL.LEEDS.AC.UK

i

British Library

O1-iental&IndiaOf oe Gollecriorrs

_7

_<._

Neéh‘v£

197 Black riars Road, Lomitm, SE1 SNG

Libmrianr: P111155 Wood, Beth Md llnp, cum» Hun

1:1; +44111 412.7650 (Wood), 1663 (Mddllop). 7e-s1 0-um)
Fm: +44¢n 412.7ass 2:1/4 (am )
E-mail: FRANCFS.WO0D@LONDON.BRl'HSH-LlBRARY.UK
E-mail: BETH.MCl(lLLOP@LONDON.BRITlSI-l-LlBRARY.Ul(
E-mall: GRAHAM.HlTl'l'@LONDON.BRl'l'lSH-l.IBRARY.UK
British Library

Science Reference Information Service
50
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25 Southampton Buildings, Chancery lane, London, WCZA IAW

‘

Victoria and Albert Museum — National Art Library
South Kensingron, London, SW7 2R1.
British Museum
Department of Oriental Anriquities
Glut Russell Street, Inndon, WCIB BDG
Librarian: Cnrul Michaelanrr
Tel: +44 71 323.8431, Fax: +44 71 323.8999

University of Londun
School of Oriental and Afr-imn Studies

Thornhaugh Street, Russdl Square, London, WC1H DXG

Libmnhn: Sue Swee Chin Small
Tel: +44 71 323.6111, Fax: +44 71 436.3844
E-mail: SMALL@Cl..US1.ULCC.AC.U'K

University of Landon - Peldval David Foundation of Cl\il'|¢S€ Art,
53 Gordon Square, London. WC1H OPD

Librarian: Raaerrrary Smrt
Tel: +44 71 1187,3909

University of wesnninsrer - Eusron Centre
9-18 Eusmn Centre, London, NW1 3ET
Librarian: Bing Sum lau
Tel: +44 71 911.5000 ext.4370, Far: +44 71 911.5001
E-mal'l:l..AUB@W'ES'l'MINSTER.A(I.Ul(

Great Britar'.n-China Centre - l.r1:r-ary
l

15 Belgrave Square, London, SW1X BPS

Librarian: lam: Rivkin
Tel: +44 71 235.6696, Far: +44 71 245.6885

‘,

E-mail: GBCC@GN.APC.0RG

II

University of Newmstie upon Tyne - Rnbinson Library
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 4QH
Librarian: Parnell Stewart
T21: +44 91 232.8511 eXt.3665

‘

Oxford University ~ Bodleian Library
Oxford, OX1 3BG

Librarian: David Hdliwell
Tzl: +44 865 277032, 277000 (switchboard), Fax: +44 865 277182
E-mail: DJH@VAX.OX.AC.UK
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Oxforcl University - institute for Chinse Studis Library
Walton Street, Oxford, OX1 ZHG

Libra an: Tony Hyde
Tel: +44 865 280432, 80430 (enquiri$), Far: +44 865 280431
E—mail: l-lYDER@VAX.OX.AC.UK

rsnm.

4

Jewish National and University

Adan and Airit-an Department
BOX 503, Jausalern, 91 004

‘

Librarian: Gail Levin

1

ITALY
lstitum Universilario Orientale di Napoli
Dipanimento di Srudi A alici
Piazu San Domenico Maggiore 12, 80134 Napoli

\
;

Libmn'an.r: Giuzeppe di Mnrm, Paola Padcrlri
Tel: +39 81 552.5178 $1252 (I-‘li M3100), 268 (Paderni)
F022 +39 81 551.7852

Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Vittorio E-narruele II

¢_

Uf cio Manoscritli e Rari

I

Vale Castro Pretorio 105, 00185 Roma

i

L|'bran'an: Marina Baturgiini

‘

m= +59 6 4989.471, Fax: +39 6 4457.635

l‘

lstitutn Italiano per il Medio ed Esrrerno Oriente
Via Merulana 248, 00185 Roma
Libra an: Maum
.
Tel: +39 6 73.27.41

i
(J

Biblioteea Aposmlica Varicana
Gina del Vaticano, Roma
Libmrians: Frlnunardlayle (Prefetm), Y[IDn|-rg

i

Tel: +39 6 69883301 (Prefemo), 5051 (switchboard)

J

Fax: +39 5 69884795

-l

Seminario di Lingua e Letterature Cinese

i

Ca‘ Cappello, San Polo 2035, Venezia
Librarian: Marco Cux
Tel: +39 41 87.2207

1
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Fondanbne Giorgio Cini - lnstitutn Venaia e l‘Oriente

Isola di San Giorgio Maggiore, 30124 Venezia
Librarian: (‘aria Bomb
Tel: +39 41 89.900

NETHERLANDS

/Im/ML rm .

1|

Sinologisch lnstiruut

4»

Postbus 9515, 2300 RA Leiden

an/1101//z/‘/14/é/.1; /he/<
L////em éa/Krm. I/Ira /(4 /=1/my

/761/4 .4

Librarian: Jayne Yung-tzu Wu

Tel: +31 71 272533, Fax: +31 71 272615

T

E-mail: WU@RULl.ET.LElDF.N'UNlV.NL

NORWAY

1
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Universibetsbiblioteket i Oslo
Det Histoxisk»Filos0 ske Faltultetsbiblionelt
Postboks 1009 Blindém. 0315 Oslo 3

Librarian: Koenraad Wellens
Tel: +47 22855714, Fax: +47 22857068
E-mail: KWEL1.EWS@UB.UlO.NO

\

ii

RUSSIA

w

Rusian State Library - Oriental Depanmurt
3 Vcmdvizhenlra Street, Mosltva 101000

F
1>

Librarians: Marla Trifnnenlm, Andra‘ Buriaav
Russian Amderny of Sdenccs

Institute of Far Eastern Studies Library
ll

Krasikova Street 27, Moskva 117848

N

Librarian: LV. Chnpaeva
Tel: +7 095 1Z4.10.02

Russian Amdemy of Scieou:

Birrhevaya liniya 1, Sankt Peterburg 199034
Librarian: Prnfanzr V.P. 1.511101!
Tel: +7 812 21840.91, Fax:+7812218.74.36

__’__
;__ ‘

Institute of Oriental Studies

Dvortsovaya naberezhnaya 18, Sankt Penerburg 191065
‘l+

‘I

Librarians: imlda Tripervvich, Talyanl Vinogwduva
Tel: +7 812 311.6239
SPAIN

P
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Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Balm 132, 08008 Barcelnna

Librarian: Profit Dolor! Polelr
Tel: +34 3 5421626, Fax: +34 3 5421620
E-mail: FOLCI-I@UPF.ES

Universilat Autonuma de Barcelona » Familiar tie Traduccin
Beilaterra, 08193 Barcelona

Librarian: Sun Gdrim (irrslinrte director)
E-mail: lUTSO@CC.UAB.ES
SWEDEN

Géteborgs Universitetsbibliotek
402 22 Géteborg

Librarian: Tor Ulving
Tel: +46 31 63.10.00
Lunds universitet - lnstitutzionen i r ésnrsialiska sprik
B0! 7733, 220 07 Lnnd

Librarians: Roger Greamu. Peter Br-yder
Tel: +46 46 109718, Fax: +46 46 104432

E-mail: ROGEiLGREA’l'RE.X@DST.4S.LU.SE
E-mail: WENG@GEMl.Nl.LDC.LU.SE (Bryda)
staxiatislcn Biblioteket (The Far Eastern Library)
Box 16358, 103 27 Stocklrolin

Librarian: [ans Fruirilrnson
Tel: +46 8 6664394, E-mail: MIRFUNG@NADA.l('l'H.SE

0s\asiadska Musoers Bibliotek

Box 16351, 103 27 Stncklrolin
Librarian: Kerstin Wallin

Tel: +46 a 6664399
Einogra ska Museeis Bibliotek
115 27 Stockholm
Librarian: Gudrun Heprrlr
Tel: +46876.05.60
Universiversbiblioteket i Uppsala
Box S10, 751 20 Uppsala
Librarian: Kustin I-Iaelirra
Tel: +46 18 18.39.00
S4

1

SWITZERLAND
Univemitit Ziuinh
Oslasialisches Seminar - Chinesische Bibliothek
Ziirichbetgstn e 4, 8032 Zirich
Librarians: Katllarina Thillen. Rim Baldegger, Chin»luiin WU, LIN Chin;-we:
Tel: +41 1 25731.81 (secretary), 25735.67 (libnry)
Fax: +41 1 26156.87, E-mail: SBIBL@OAS.UNlZH.CH(1ib|m'y)
E-ma : LINCW@0AS.UNIZH.(1H (Lin)

\
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EUROPEAN

ASSOCIATION

OF

SINOLOGICAL

LIBRARIANS

E-mnlladdresslist
LOMOVA, Olga (Pmg e): OLGA.LOMOVA@FF.CU'N'I.CZ
PEDERSEN, Bent Lerbaek (KBbel11'|2lvn): BLP@MENSHEN.]CB.BIB.DK
DHAHAYE, Hubert (P355): DELAHAYE@CITI2.FR
I-IAPDI, TIIOIIIJS (Heidelberg): HAHN@GW.SINO.UN'l-HElDELBFJ\G.DE
DUFEY, Alfons (Munich): BM.ZZ4@Rl.G.BlTNI:'I'
GMSER, Thomas (Tiibingen): ANSGA01 (Gaiser), @MAll$ERV.ZDV.UN1-TUEBINGENDE
ASIM, Ina (WiirLbu1'g): ASlM@VAX.RZ.UNl-WU‘ERZBU'RG.D400.DE
AYLMER, Charles (Callliiriliige): CAA@U1A.CAM.AC.UK
ANSORGE, Catherine Kclmbridge): ORS4@U'LA.CAlVLAC.UK
MOFFFF, J0i\Il (Cambridge NR1): NRI1@UK.AC.CAM.ULA
LIU. William (D\l!‘h2l'll]2 WL@SRV1.LIB.ED.AC.UK
ARRANDALE, David (Leeds): LIB6DA@LIBRARY.NUVELLLEEDS.AC.UK
WOOD, Francis (London); FRANCES.WO0D@IDNDON.BRlTlSH-LlBR.ARY.UK
MCKILLOP, Beth (L0nd0n): BEI'H.MCKiL|.DP@LONDON.BRITlSH-LIBRARY.UK
HUTY, G1-ahaln (LOnd.0l'l): GRAHAM.HUTi'@lDNDON.BRlTlSH-LlBRARY.UK
SMALL, Sue (London, §0AS): SMALL@CLUS1.ULCC.AC.UK
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